


Workforce expectations for digital 
experiences

Shift to remote work 

Economic downturn and drive 
for efficiency

Tech talent limitations

Surging digital demand 

Ground up software 
development needs budget 

and time

500 million 
new apps will be built 
in the next 5 years –
more than all apps 
built in the last 40 

years*

*Microsoft research

https://www.cnbc.com/2020/04/01/new-microsoft-google-amazon-cloud-battle-over-world-without-code.html


Power BI
Business analytics

Power Apps
Application development

Power Automate
Workflow automation

Power Virtual Agents
Intelligent virtual agents

Data connectors AI Builder Microsoft DataversePortals



User experiences for everyone with Power Apps

Canvas Apps Model-Driven Apps Portals
Canvas Apps are allowing makers to 

use Drag & Drop and Formulas 
experiences on top of various data 

sources to build pixel perfect apps for 
field and knowledge workers.

Model-Driven Apps allow makers to 
build responsive apps on top of 

Dataverse allowing field and 
knowledge workers to manage 
multiple records simultaneously. 

Portals allow makers to build 
responsive websites on top of 

Dataverse enabling visitors to consult 
FAQ and log into secured dedicated 
space to create or update requests. 

• Calculator (Cost estimation, Decision support, Tracking value)
• Communication (Company News Hub, Announcements, Learning 

catalog)
• Inspection / Audit (Job-site inspection, Quality control, Store audit, 

Safety and Compliance)

• Scheduling (walk-in appointments, event registrations)
• Self-service checkout
• Handling HR requests e.g, fringe benefits
• COVID 19: Return to workplace or vaccination app
• Project specific apps (event, reallocation)

Designing - Which type of app to make - Power Apps | Microsoft Docs and Case Studies | Microsoft Power Apps - Blog

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/guidance/planning/app-type
https://powerapps.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/category/case-studies


Snacks List

Snacks List

$

Beispiel Kantine



Beispiel mit Daten aus dem Produktions- oder Wartungsumfeld



Beispiel mit bestehendem Backend-System



People
+

Automation

Their potential is limitless. But their time is not. 



RPA can learn to automate a task by watching the user perform that task in a
graphical user interface (GUI), and then perform the automation by repeating those tasks

directly in the GUI.

Playback TaskRecord the Task Automate the Task

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graphical_user_interface


RPA use case: Invoice processing 

Certain vendors (e.g., telecommunication, public transport, insurances, 
energy suppliers) charge on a frequent base.

Vendor sends an invoice by mail (PDF 
attachment). Power Automate monitors 

the inbox and brings the invoice to 
OneDrive.

Vendor provides invoice on a specific 
portal. Power Automate Desktop flow 
executes UI operations, logs into the 
portal and downloads the invoice to 

OneDrive.

Power Automate monitors the specific OneDrive folder(s) inbox and 
uses AI builder to abstract information from the attachment

Power Automate Desktop flows opens & logs into ERP and fills in the invoice details

Power Automate sends approval request to cost center owner 
in Microsoft Teams

Contoso 
Telecommunications 

0041 79 000 00 00



The Microsoft Power 
Platform CoE Starter Kit is a 
collection of components 
and tools that are designed 
to help you get started with 
developing a strategy for 
adopting and supporting 
Microsoft Power Platform


